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A.3STRACT 

The determination of stress development in long bones is complicated by issues 

related to the bone geometry and muscular loading. A major objective of this work is 

to construct an algorithm that enables one to reconstruct the geometry and anthro-

pometric data of bone from limited cross sectional measurements. A stress analysis 

of bone is then carried out under the assumption of a biajdal mode of bending. In 

particular, the femur is treated as a three dimensional, transversely isotropic, elas-

tic body subject to both compressive and shearing forces, along with bending and 

twisting moments. The loading conditions are derived from a direct dynamic model 

of gait and refiect efFects of joint reaction forces and muscular attachments. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of stress development in bone is an area of research who s relevancy lies 

in the prediction and prevention of injury and the design of orthopedic devices. Stress 

fractures have been a recurring problem with military recruits during intense train-

ing and are seen frequently in civilian athletes [16]. This thesis provides a method 

for carrying out a stress analysis that incorporates realistic loading and geometric 

properties of bone. This is achieved by developing an algorithm which enables one 

to reconstruct the geometric cross sections of a bone and associated anthropometric 

data from limited measurements. Problems associated with this research are typically 

thought to reside in the areas biomechanics and bioengineering. However, mathemat-

ics including numerical analysis, spline approximations. and solid mechanics is central 

in the formulation of the methods in this work. 

There is a large literature that deals with research of bone mechanics. Some of 

the classical and earliest works are due to Wolff (1870, 1892) and Koch (1917). Wolff 

hypothesized that the principal stress fields developed in bone are aligned with the 

trabecular bone and recognized that bone adapts to its loading environment. This 

hypothesis is known as"Wolff's Law." Koch was the first to give a detailed geometric 

description of the femur and to calculate the loadings which were assumed to occur 

during normal activity. He attempted to model the bone using beam theory and 

to incorporated muscular effects on the stresses and strains. Even though Koch 

underestimated the joint and muscle forces [6], he was stiU able to conclude that 

muscular action could reduce the bending stresses [10. 14]. Several other studies 

have also modeled bone deformation using beam theory. Viano (1976) assumed the 

femur was isotropic and modeled it as a hoUow cyUnder. PiziaU (1976) modeled 

the tibia as a cantilever beam fixed at the knee and loaded at the ankle. Thomsen 

(1990) modeled the tibia as a straight, twisted non-uniform Timshenko beam. In this 

case, the compact and cortical bone were viewed as homogeneous. linearly elastic. 



transversely isotropic materials, while the bone marrow was considered completely 

flexible. Thomsen concluded that the stiffness of the trabecular and the twist of 

the tibia were insignificant and that a simplified approach modeUng the tibia as a 

uniform beam using mean cross sectional properties could be justified as long as shear 

deformations were included. Many others have modeled long bones as beams [4, 9, 

15]. Rybicki (1972) studied the effects of certain muscle groups on the distribution 

of stress and internal moments. He concluded that the muscles have a pronounced 

effect on the maximum stress and total strain energy of the femur. Markey (1989) 

suggested that stress fractures are representative of muscle failure in stating, "stress 

fractures of bone may then truly represent a failure of the muscle function first, with 

bone failure a secondary event." To test validity of such a hypothesis, it is imperative 

that muscular forces be incorporated into our analysis. This suggestion of Markey 

as well as the works of Duda and Rybicki motivate us to incorporate the effects of 

'muscular forces in our stress analysis of skeletal members. 

The determination of the muscular forces is a nontrivial matter. In this work, our 

loading conditions are derived from a direct dynamic approach as in [5]. In essence, 

there are two ways to determine muscular forces that are responsible for movement. 

An inverse dynamic approach proceeds from know kinematic data and external forces 

and moments to arrive at expressions for the resultant forces and moments. A direct-

dynamic approach that provides the motion of the system over a given time period 

as a consequence of the applied forces and given initial conditions. Solution of the 

forward dynamic problem makes it possible to simulate body segment motion as a 

result of the forces that produce it. In this approach, the inputs are the joint torques, 

or the muscle forces that act on the skeletal system to result in joint moments, and the 

output is limb motion. A point to be emphasized is that a direct dynamic approach 

generates loading conditions as a consequence of neurological stimuli and subsequent 

muscle activation. In this sense, it is a self-validating and predictive model. For a 

more in depth discussion of a direct dynamical model of gait, see [5]. 

The approach that we employ to estimate the muscular forces should be contrasted 



with the work of Duda (1997). In his work, Duda incorporated given muscle forces 

derived by Brand (1982, 1986) who used static optimization methods to distribute 

net joint torques among the various muscle groups responsible for the joint moment. 

There are several disadvantages to this static approach, namely, the prediction of 

discontinuous muscle histories and the inabUity to account for muscle dynamics in 

the loading history. Nevertheless, Duda was able to conclude that the muscles play a 

substantial role in the stress distribution within the femur. 

In this work, a number of cross sections, perpendicular to the axis of the bone 

at arbitrary intervals are considered. For each cross-section the interaal stresses and 

muscles forces are computed and then used to find the total internal stress. To 

facilitate these computations, the geometrical properties of each cross section must 

be known. One of the contributions of this work is to develop an algorithm that 

enables one to compute the cross sectional geometry and inertial data needed for the 

stress computations. We utilize the approach of Toridis (1969) in which the bone is 

modeled as a three-dimensional elastic beam where muscular forces can be included 

along the bone at points of attachment. 

Chapter II introduces the fundamental properties of beam theory and solid me-

chanics. Chapters III and IV are devoted to developing the equations used in model-

ing the effects of body weight and muscular forces on the compressive and shearing 

stresses and the bending and twisting moments. In particular, Chapter IV details the 

equations used in computing the stress tensor components. Chapter V explains the 

methods used in computing required results from limited anthropometric data. In 

Chapter VT, the algorithm for creating the bone geometry and computing the inertial 

properties from CAT scans are appUed to the specific case of the femur. The stress 

analysis that incorporates muscular loading is then carried out. These methods are 

then applied to the tibia and the results compared with those of [5]. 



CHAPTER II 

ESSENTIALS OF CONTINUUM MECHANICS 

2.1 Strain 

When an elastic body, RQ, is deformed, a particle at point P(xi,X2,X3) changes 

position to the point P*(xl,xl,xl) in R. The displacement vector U = (ui,U2,uz), 

maps Ro to R where x^ .= Xi -\-u,X2 = x^ -h v^x^ = x^ -\-w. The particle at point 

Q(xi -\-dxi, X2 + dx2, xz + dxz) also changes position to Q(x{ + dx\, xT^ + dx\, xj + dxj). 

Q*:(x,*+dx,', 
X2*i?£K!*;jG»tdx3*) 

[x,iX2+dx2,.X3-dxjV" 

R 

'PiíxOiÍ^) 
P*:(x,.*X2*,x,*) 

\ 

Figure 2.1: Displacement of Deformable Body 

Consider an infinitesimal Une element PQ whose length in the undeformed con-

figuration Ro (see Figure 2.1) is 

dso = dx\ -^dx\ + dx\. (2.1) 

The displacement vector u maps the element PQ to some curve C in R. Since PQ is 

infinitesimal and the displacements are assumed to be smaU, e can be approximated 

by P*Q* in R and its length denoted by ds. Then one may show 



1 
• --{ds^ - dsi) = eiidx\ + e^^dxl 

+ €33̂ X3 + leudxydx^ + 2eudxidxz + ^e^zdx^dx^ 

where 

'" = ê + O(ê ) (2.2) 

2̂2 = g + 0{,') (2.3) 

2e. = g 4 . 0 ( . ) (.4) 
^-=£-£-^(^^)- (2.5) 

The strain tensor is defined to be the 3 x 3 matrix E = [ey], where 

1 (dui duj , . ^, 
«̂ = 2(ã ; ^ & 7 ' - (2-̂ ) 

To gain some physical insight into these components of the strain tensor, consider 

two special types of deformations. First suppose that U = (iii,0,0) where ui = 

Ui(xi). Then en = dui/dxi and e^j = 0 for all other i,j. In this case 

ds^ — dsl = 2endx\ = 2eiidsl 

or 

ds^ = (1 + 2en)ds 

For small strains, 

ds = (l-{-en + 0{e\^) + ---)dSc 

and so 
ds — dso 

= en-dso 

In other words, en is a measure of the tensile or compressive strain that occurs in the 

direction of the Xi axis. An obvious interpretation applies to ê o and ^33. 



The off-diagonal elements of the strain tensor E describe shearing effects. In 

particular, consider the planar deformation illustrated by Figure 2.1. It is a simple 

matter to show 

sin(^i2) = 
2ei2 

Vl + 2eiiva + 2ê 22 

If 1̂2 < < 1, then 

0i2 ~ 2ei2(l - (eii + €22 + 0(e2))) » 2ei2. 

Thus, the angle of shear between axis i and axis j is approximately 2eij. 

2.2 Stress 

To introduce the concept stress, imagine a plane Q with normal N, and an in-

finitetesimal area A at a point p. One side of the plane shall be positive while the 

other negative. Let the force that is transmitted through A be denoted as F. Ac-

cording to Newton's third law, the negative side of the plane wiU exert a force equal 

and opposite to F, through A. This force, F, may be resolved into its normal and 

tangential components denoted as F„ and Fs, respectively. The forces JP„ and Fs 

clearly depend on the area through which they are acting. The magnitudes of the 

average forces per unit area are Fn/A and Fs/A, and these ratios approach limits as 

.4 —> 0. We call these limiting values the normal and the shearing stress acting on 

the plane Q at the point, denoted as 
V 

and 

l im —- = a 
A->0 A 

l im -T = T. 
A—O A 

Here a is the normal stress at a point p in the plane Q, and r is the shearing stress 

at the point p in the plane Q. Given rectangular coordinates x and y, if N is in 

the direction of x, we denoted a as CTI. The shearing component that Ues in a plane 

perpendicular to the y axis acting in the x direction is denoted as T^X. Similarly for 



the other directions. The coUection of these stresses are represented in the stress 

tensor, S, where 

/ 

5 = 

^x Tyx Tzx 

'xy ^y Tzy 

)/^xz Tyz ^z I 

(2.7) 

* 0« 

Figure 2.2: Sign Convention for Stress Components 

In terms of S, one can determine an arbitrary stress vector. Let S be an arbitrary 

closed surface, with V the volume enclosed by S, and with unit normal vector N, 

N = i /+ jm + k7i. 

From Cauchy's Theorem, CTS = S[n], or in terms of components 

(^sx = lo-x + rriTyx + TIT.J: (2.8) 

CTSy = lTj:y + m(7y + nT^y (2.9) 

oSz = ÍTxr + rnTy^ + na, (--lO) 

"7 



2.3 Equations of Motion 

It is known that the resultant force that acts on any body is equal to the time 

rate of change of momentum of the body, and the resultant moment is equcd to the 

time rate of change of the moment of momentum. 

Consider a body force F acting on a soUd V and a stress vector os acting on the 

surface S of V. Denote the projections of these forces in the x-directions as 

/ 
F^dV (2.11) 

V 

and 

/ 
crsxdS. (2.12) 

s 

The projection of the momentum vector in the x direction is, 

/ ûidm= / púidV (2-13) 
Jv Jv 

where m denotes mass, p denotes density, and ui is as defined previously. The time 

rate of change of the x projection of momentum is 

^ í (yúi dV = [ pui dV (2.14) 
dt Jv Jv 

Rewrite (2.12) in terms of the force and momentum using (2.9)-(2.10) in the x direc-

tion to obtain 

/ Fx dV + / (Ida: + mTy:, + nT^^xYdS = / pui dV. (215) 

V S V 

RecaU that the divergence theorem states that for a smooth vector field ã defined on 

V with normal fí, 

/ div a dV = j a • n dS. 

V 

With this, we can rewrite (2.15) as 

^ + ^ + ^ + F,-tm,\dV = Q. (2.16) 
ox oy oz 

V 

8 



Since (2.16) holds for any volume V, we obtain 

dcTj. ÔTyx ÔT^j. „ 

In a similar manner, projections for the y and z axis provide two more equations. AU 

three equations yield the equations of motion for a continuum body Q 

ÔGX dTyx ÔTZT ^ 

. .lf + -# + l f + ̂ ^ = '̂ ' (2.18) 

ÔTXV day ÔTZV „ . , ^ 

^ + ã7 + -ãf + ̂ ^ = '-̂  (2.19) 

dTxz ÔTy, da, „ 
^ + - # + 3 7 + ̂ ' = '^- (2-20) 

Equations (2.18-2.19) may be written in the alternate vector form 

Q2TT 

div{S) + F = p-—- xen (2.21) 
ot^ 

where F denotes externally applied body forces. Additionally, one must specify a 

constitutive relation between stress and strain. The stresses are expressed in terms 

of strains by Hooke's Law. For an isotropic material, a special case of Hooke's Law is 

S^j = 2fieij + Y3^^^j(^ii + 2̂2 + 633). (2.22) 

Here /z denotes the shear modulus, i^ is Possion's ratio, and Young's modulus, E is 

related by £; = 2(1 + u)p. 

2.4 Introduction to Beam Theory 

General studies have modeled the long bones by utiUzing beam theory. As in [17], 

we shaU assume that the bone is linearly elastic, isotropic, and sections remain planar 

throughout the range of loads that are impaired. Recall from elementary beam theory 

that 



M 
a = -jy (2.23) 

e = J (2.24) 

where a is the normal stress, e the normal strain, M the bending moment, and E 

Youngs modulus. We shaU assume that the deformation of long bones may be modeled 

as beams undergoing biaxially bending. Because the bones experience asymmetrical 

bending, generaUzations of the above formulas are required. A review of the required 

deverations is provided in the subsequent chapters. 

10 



CHAPTER III 

COMPUTATION OF INTERNAL STRESS RESULTANTS 

3.1 Introduction 

Internal stresses throughout the femur are produced by exteraal forces acting on 

the exterior of the femur. These extemal loads are due to joint reaction and muscular 

forces. The stress at any point may be represented by stress components that are 

expressed in terms of the local coordinates. By integration over a cross sectional 

area, the stress components may be replaced by staticaUy equivalent forces referred 

to as stress resultants. Once the internal stress resultants on each cross section are 

determined, we may make use of the theory of elastic beams to determine the stress 

components at each point of the femur. 

With the introduction of body forces and muscle attachments, moments are in-

duced at each end of the femur. Because of this, three force and three moment 

components at each end of the femur, that is, twelve unknown quantities, are to be 

determined. Since there are only six eouations of equilibrium, we treat the femur 

as a statically indeterminate, bi-axially loaded member. A statically indeterminate 

member is one in which the member is fixed at both ends. In modeling the long bones 

as beams undergoing biaxially bending, we make the following assumptions: 

Assumption 3.1.1. The force components of the muscular attachment are resisted 

equally by two reaction forces at each end of the femur. 

Assumption 3.1.2. The reactive moment components acting at one end ofthefemur 

are equal to the moments at the other end. 

3.2 Global and Local Coordinates 

Consider a global set of coordinates, (x, y, z), as a system frame of reference. Let 

the longitudinal axis of the femur coincide with the direction of the x axis when con-

sidering the frame of reference (see Figure 3.1. We clioose a number of discrete 

11 



points along the longitudinal axis of the femur that correspond to the locations 

of the center of gravity of each cross-section. Denote these centers of gravity as 

{xi,yi,zi),{x2,y2,Z2),.. .,{xn,yn,Zn), whcrc n is the number of cross sections. For 

simpUcity, the longitudinal axis is considered to consist of a series of straight Unes 

connecting the centers of gravity of each cross section. 

adofFemim 
CondylcofFemur 

Figure 3.1: Diagr.am of Posterior View of Human Femur 

In order to compute the stresses at each cross section, we must define a local set of 

coordinates for each cross section. We establish an orthogonal local set of coordinates 

with the C axis perpendicular to the cross section, and the other two axes, 77 and ^, 

in the plane of the cross section. 

Let Ci denote the vector from the {xi,yi,Zi) to the {xi+i,yi+i,Zi+i) point. Write 

d in column matrix form as 

Ci = 

{Cxji 

{Cy)i 

{^z)i 

— 

(Xi+i — Xi) 

{Vi+i - Vi) 

(Zi+l - Zi) 

(3.1) 

Define Cz such that it is perpendicular to the vector d and denote it by 

Q = 

(Cx)z 

{Qi 

(G)z 
\Ci\ 

{C.)i 

{Cy)i 

(C=)i 

(3.2) 

12 



where 

|C.| = [(x.+i - Xif + (2/Í+1 - y,f + (zi+i - z,f] ^ (3.3) 

We have defined T/J to be perpendicular to Q and to Ue in a plane parallel to the 

X — y pl2ine. With this in mind we represent T)Í as 

77t = 

{Vx^i 

{Vy)i 

{Vz)i_ 

= 

JU Jb^ 

y-Vi 

0 

(3.4) 

where i and y are found using the facts that i^i| = 1 and Q • % = 0. In particular; 

\ h\ = [{X - Xif + {z - z,)Y = 1 

and 

(3.5) 

Q • Vi = {Cx)i{vx)i + {Q)i{vz)i = 0. 

The solution of the two previous equations for x and y yields 

JU "~~ •*^i —L-
yi+i - yi 

[(Xi+, - Xi)'+ (yi+^ - yi)^'/' 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

y = yi-
{^i+l — OCi){x — Xi) 

(3.8) 
{yi+i - yi) 

For each cross section the sign in equation (3.7) is chosen such that y > yi. 

Since both Cí and fji are known and perpendicular to ^ j . this direction may be 

computed 

f« = 
1 

Ci\ 

(z^ - Zi+i){y - yi) 

{x-Xi){zi+i -Zi) 

\^{yi - yi+i)x - (xi - x,+i)y + Xiy^^i - Xi+iyiJ 

(3.9) 

13 



3.3 Eífect of Body Weight 

The effect of the joint reaction forces are represented as Fb where 

FH = 

Pbx 

Fby 

Fbz 

(3.10) 

Let N be the vector from the point (xn, 2/„, z^) to (xi, yi, Zi), 

N 

Nx 

Ny 

_iV._ 

= 

Xi Xn 

2/1 -yn 

Zl — Zn 

(3.11) 

Since Fb and N have the same Une of action, but in opposite directions, we may 

represent Fb as 

Fb 
FH = -

N 
[N]. (3.12) 

Here \Fb\ represents the body weight Fb transmitted through the structural member 

and 

|iV| = y/{Xi - X„)2 + (yi - 2/„)2 -f {Zi - ZnY- (3.13) 

The interaal stress vector in the i*'̂  cross section, denoted (PF^Í, is composed 

of both resultant forces and resultant moments. In our local coordinate system, we 

represent (PF^Í as 

(í'fJî. 

{MFX 

.(-V/fJ... 

Here (PFJ,)C denotes the axial force in the local coordinates, (PFJTJ and (PFJC ^^^ 

shearing forces in the local coordinates in the appropriate directions, (A/FJC the 

{PFJÍ = (3.14) 

14 



twisting moment, and (MFJT?, and ( M F J ^ are the bending moments. AII quantities 

in (3.14) are expressed in the local coordinate system. 

The components of {PFb)i niust be equal and in opposite direction of our body 

weight Fb, with respect to our local axis. To determine the force that Fb represents 

in the i^^ cross section, we project of Fb along the local axes to obtain 

{PFX = -[Fi,] • [Cil = - [FUQi + íW(C„)i + íi.(G)il (3.15) 

(PFX = -[Fb] • [í/il = - [fix(%)i + Fty{Tiy)i + Fi,{ri,)i\ (3.16) 

(íVJíi = -[Ft] • [«il = - [FUQi + F^{Qi + F6,(í,)il (3.17) 

To find the moment components about the point (xi, yi, Zi), note that the force is act-

ing at the head of the femur and the moment arm extends to the point of application. 

With this in mind we have 

(Mn)i = 

{MF,X)Í 

{MF,y)i 

{MF,Z)Í_ 

— 

' Xi — Xi 

2/1 - 2 / z 

yzi — Zi j 

xFh (3.18) 

The internal moments are equal and opposite to those in (3.18), and wand when 

projected onto the local coordinates we have 

(A/^J^^ = -[{MFM • [Q] = - [{MFMQ)Í + {MFMQÍ + {MFMQÍ] (3-19) 

{-MFX = -[(MFM • [Vi] = - [{MF,X)ÍM^ + {MFji{Vy)z + {MFMV.)Í\ (3.20) 

(M^J^^ = -[{MFM • m = - [(Mnx)í(^x)^ + {MFM^y)i + {MFMU^] • (3.21) 

3.4 Effect of Muscle Forces 

Having considered the effects of body weight in our calculations, we now turn 

our attention to the effects of the muscular forces. Keep in mind that there are 

15 



several muscle forces acting on the femur. From the theory of superposition, we know 

the resultant stress or displacement at the point can be determined by first finding 

the stress or displacement caused by a load acting separately on the member. The 

resultant stress or displacement can be determined by adding the contributions due 

to each of the individual loads. 

First consider a single muscle force acting on some arbitrary point. To account 

for aU of the muscular forces, we simply add the corresponding components. The k^^ 

muscle force is denoted by 

Fk = 

Fkx 

Fky 

Fkz 

(3.22) 

The point of attachment of the k^^ muscle force is denoted by the position vector a^. 

ûfc 

flfcx 

flfcy 

flfcz 

(3.23) 

With respect to the reaction forces induced by Fk, let R^ be the reaction force acting 

at the head of the femur and R^ be the reactive force acting at the condyle of the 

femur. Based on the assimiptions made earlier, we have 

^k - --^^k - ^ fc • (3.24) 

3.4.1 The i*̂  cross section, when (xi) < (xi) < (xk) 

Let {Pk)i denote the internal force due to the muscular attachment at the i*'' cross 

section. Since our body is in equilibrium, {Pk)i is equal and opposite to the force at 

the head of the femur due to the k^^ muscular attachment. Hence, we may represent 

the internal force as 

H (Pk), = -RS (3.25) 
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Because of this reactive force Rjf, a moment is induced at the condyle of the femur. 

Keeping in mind that the moment arm extends in the direction of the force, we can 

calculate the reactive moment at the condyle of the femur due to the reactive force 

Rj^ as 

/ _ \ 
Xi Xn 

Ml„ = X R H (3.26) 2/1 -yn 

\Zi — Zn j 

Likewise, the muscular attachment induces a moment at the condyle end of the femur. 

A similar calculation yields the result 

Ml = 

1 
ûfcx 

O'ky 

^(íkz 

-x\ 
•^n 

-yn 

— ^n j 

X A (3.27) 

Introduce the notation 

M^ = M^^+M^,. (3.28) 

To calculate the moments acting on the i*̂  cross section, we simply cross the force 

with the distance, then add the reactive moments calculated above to obtain 

Xi — Xi 

2/1 -yi {Mk)i = 
H , iTrC X J^f + M^ (3.29) 

\Zi — Zi I »v̂  

With (3.25) and (3.29), we can find the internal force and moment components and 

project them onto the local coordinates. This gives 

(^Rf )c. = {h)i • Q = -R^k • Q = -[RkxiQ^ + <(Cy)^ + RkyiQ^] (3-30) 

{PR-)VÍ = (Ã)^ • m = -Rl • Vi = -[RÍ!x{Vx)^ + <(^y)z + Rky{Vy)^] (3.31) 

{PRI^)^^ = {Pk)i • Q = -Rí! • Q = -[RSX{^X)^ + RU^y)i + Rkyi^y)^] (3.32) 
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(M,)ci = -{Mk)^ • Q = -[{MkMQi + {Mky)i{Cy)i + (M,,),(G)zl (3.33) 

{Mk)rji = -{Mk)i • ]i = -[(Mfcx)í(77x)i + {Mky)i{r]x)i + {Mkz)i{r]z)i\ (3.34) 

(MOei = -(Mfc)z • fi = -[{Mkx)i{Íx)^ + (Mfc,)i(f,)i + (Mfc,),(C.)i]. (3.35) 

3.4.2 The i*̂  cross section, when (xk) < (x^) < (x^) 

As before, the force of the muscle attachment, Fk, induces reactive forces at both 

the head and the condyle of the femur. Since we are concerned with the i^^ cross 

section at Xi where (xk) < (xi) < (x„), the moments induced by the reactive force at 

the condyle of the femur must be calculated. Clearly the moment arm from where 

R^ is acting to {xn,yn,Zn) is zero. The moment arm from {x]_,yi,zi) to (a:„,2/„,2:„) 

points toward the point of attachment and so 

^ - ^ ^ 
•^n "^l 

yn-yi 

\Zn — Zi J 

The moment due to the force, Fk, attached at the point {akx,CLky,akz) acting on the 

head of the femur is found by crossing the distance with the force 

M.S? = xRl. (3.36) 

Ml = 
0-kx — ^l 

aky - 2/1 

y^kz — ^lj 

xFfc. (3.37) 

Analogous to (3.28) let 

MÍ = Ml^Mlc. 

Considering the i^^ cross section, we wish to determine the moment acting on the 

center of mass of this cross section. For this, we cross the distance with the force and 

add these forces to M^ to obtain 

(Mfc)z = 

r/ \ 
Xn Xi 

yn - yi 

\Zn- ZiJ 

X Ã^ + Mf (3.38) 
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The internal force components projected along the local coordinate system are 

independent of a cross sections location with respect to the muscular attachment. 

Therefore, one only need to reference the internal forces calculated in equations (3.30-

3.32). The moments along the local coordinate system with respect to (3.38) may be 

found in the same manner as in equations (3.33-3.35). 

If several muscles are attached, the above computations are repeated for each 

muscle with the effects of each added to obtain the total effect of muscular attachment. 

Thus the internal force and muscle components due to the k*^ muscular attachment 

may be computed as 

(Pc)i = -(A + E^fn-^^ (^-^^) 

(P,)i = - A + E f^k'" • V. (3.40) 

(Fj)i = - A + E ^ f ' " " • ? • (3.41) 

(Mc)i = - í(Mft)i + E(A4)i) • Ci (3.42) 

V 

(M,)i = - (Mí.J. + E(A7*)i . n. (3.43) 

(A/j). = - í(.V/fJi + E(A7,)i j • ,. (3.44) 
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CHAPTERIV 

COMPUTATION OF STRESS TENSOR COMPONENTS 

4.1 Introduction 

Since Gc^ is asymmetric with respect to a neutral axis in the cross section we have 

ícT(^dA = 0. (4.1) 

A 

The normal cr^ acting on a differential element of area d^ dr) results in a moment 

about the í axis as given by 

dM^ = {a^d^dQdr}. (4.2) 

Integrating these effects yields the moment about the ^ axis due to a^^ 

í ]a^dA = M^. (4.3) 

A 

The moment about the r] axis is found in a similar manner and we adopt the sign 

convention 

dMn = {-a^dr]dC)dÍ. (4.4) 

Integrating these effects yields the moment about the f] axis due to cr̂ , 

h(7(^dA=-Mr^. (4.5) 

A 

We consider the member to be undergoing bi-axiaUy bending and assume there is no 

bending moment about the Q axis. There is however a torsional effect about the C we 

shall consider later. 

4.2 The Compressive and Shearing Stresses 

The compressive stress {ac)i,r),í, is 

(^c).., = ^ (4-6) 
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where .4̂  is the cross sectional area, and {P(^)i is the internal stress acting in the Q 

direction. 

.Area=.A' 

Scction P!ane 

Figure 4.1: Segment from Member 

Consider the differential slice of thickness d(^ in Figure 4.1. The bending moments 

acting on this element result in shearing due to the bending moments M and M-¥dM. 

M+dM 

Figure 4.2: Segment Undergoing Deformation 

First consider the top segment of the femur located a distance rf away from the 
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center of mass (see Figure 4.2). This segment has width t, paraUel to the ^ axis, and 

cross sectional area A'. We wiU assume that the shear stress, is constant across this 

width t. The bending stress a^ is defined by a balance of forces 

Ji^ )'i,n4 ^^ = ji^ )i,ri4 dA! + (r^,)i.,,í(íi,,,4 dQ). (4.7) 
A' A' 

For simpUcity we drop the subscript i and referring to Figure 4.2 we see 

HS.,^)= í^idA'+ í'-^^éA'+ í^,<i.A'+ f'-^^,A' 
A' A' A> Ai 

+ !::^nd^ f'-^,d.A'+ í^vdA'+ í^nd.A' 
A' '''^ A' "''^ A' "'^ A' ' ' ' ' 

[^m'- Í^^<IA'+ í^r,dA'+ f^r,é.A'. 
A' A 

Simplifying the above expression yields 

ÍT>n = 'C77 

dMr, I^ 

+ 
A' A' 

-dMrj I^r, 

dC, B, ̂
-índA'^'-^^í.dA'. 

i,U dQ Br,,^J 
A' A' 

Let Q^ = J V dA' denote the statical moment of the region in question about the 

^ axis, and similarly for Qrj = J ^dA'. Then 
A' 

^vÂ ' '^Cv -
dMr, I^ _^ dM^ I^rj 

. d^ Brj,^ dC, Brj,^ 
Qrj-h 

—dM-n I> V Hv _^ -dM^ Ir, 
dC, Brj,^ dQ Brj,^ 

Qi- (4.8) 

Here dMrj/dC, is the shearing force acting in the ^ direction and dM^/dC, is the shearing 

force acting in the r] direction. Replacing the subscripts and solving for {TQT,)Í, ),Í we 

have 

{'^(:v)i,n,^ -

+ 

{PMh)i ^ -iPMhv). 
.^i,n,^ ' ̂ ^,v,i %^i,v,^ ' ^i,v 

-{PMhr,)i . {PMQ 
. ^i,V,^ ' ^i,n,^ "i^ri,^ • Hv,^ 

{Qr})i,r},i 

{Qdi,r},Í 
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In much the same manner, the shearing stress, {TQ^)Í,^, eta, which is perpendicular to 

the Cí axis and in the direction of the r]i, denoted by {r<^^)i,rj,^ is 

i'^^v)i,i,î = 
{PMh)i ^ -{Pn)^{hr,), 

+ 
.Bi,rj,^ ' ti,jj,^ Bi,rj,^ • ti,rj,^ 

-iPôiihn)i ^ iPn)iiQi 

iQn)i,n,^ 

iQôi,n,^-
. ^i,n,^ ' Kn,(. ^i,n,^''^in,^. 

Here ti,jj,^ represents the width of the cross section at a point i, rj, ^ paraUel to the 

r]i axis. Note the relevant geometry for the femur in Figure 4.3. 

Tli 

í. 

Figure 4.3: Cross Section of Femur 

4.3 Bending Moment 

To determine the normal stress at a point (Q, r]i, ^i) in the i*^ cross section consider 

an extension, e^, between two cross sections, under the assumption of small strains, 

this may be expressed as a linear function of (^i, r]i}.as 

where a, /5, and 7 are constants. Using the definition of strain í (e<;)i 

(4.9) 

AC ^ ) 

we divide (4.9) by AC to obtain 

(e^^i = d + ,8^ + TO (4.10) 

where á = ^,3 = -^ and 7 = -^. Assuming the bone is Unearly elastic we have 
AC' AC AC 

(^c)i = F{€(^)^. (4.11) 
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Substituting (4.11) into (4.10) we obtain 

{<^c)^,n,^ = (^*+P*^i + YVi. (4.12) 

where a* = Eâ, 13* = E^ and 7* = E^. Substituting (4.12) into equations (4.1),(4.3), 

and (4.5) yields the following 

0 = / -A(a* + P*ii + 7*7/0 dA 

= a* I dA + 15* hidA + -f* írjidA, 
A A A 

{M^)i = J r]i{a*-^ P% ^ Yr]i) dA 
A 

= a* ír]idA + p* ír]iQdA-{-Y (rjldA, 

and 

-{Mrj)i = j ^a* + P*^i + 7*7/,) dA 

A 

= a* UidA-hP* UldA + ^* 1 r],C,idA. 
A A A 

Since the Q passes through the center of mass of the cross section. 

a* UidA = p* UidA = -rÍvidA = 0. 
A A A 

With this observation, we may simplify the above equations to obtain 

= a* í dA (4.13) 0 

A 

(M^), = P* j r]i^, dA + 7* j vl dA (4.14) 
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and 

.(Mrj)i = P*J^^dA + J*J ÍídA-^j* J rj^^.dA. (4.15) 
A A 

The statical moments of inertia about each axis and the product of inertia are defined 

as 

{Qi = J(^ dA (4.16) 

{h)i = jrÍdA (4.17) 

and 

{hn)r = J ^ndA. (4.18) 
A 

We can now solve for a* /3* and 7* using equations (4.13),(4.14), and (4.15) to obtain 

the system, 

/ A n n \ / ,̂* \ ' 0 \ 

(Mc)i 

.4 0 0 

0 {hn)i ih)i 

\ 0 {h)i {hn)ij 

a 

(4.19) 

\-{M,)iJ 

Solving equation (4.19) and using (4.12) gives us the formula for the bending moment 

due to the moments (M^)^ and {M^)i at a point {i,y],^). In particular we have 

, s [(M,)i(/;)i + (A/;)i(/,;)i] gj [(M,)i(/;,)i + (A/;)i(/,)i] r}i 
(^ ) . . , . í - ( / , ) , ( / , ) , - ( / , , ) ! {/,)i(/í)i - (/f.)? • ^"-'"^ 

Here r]i is the distance from the ^i axis to the point (77, ^) in the i^^ cross section, and 

^i is the distance from the r]i axis to the point (7/, ^) in the i^^ cross section. 

The net normal force in the C direction is a result of the compressive and bending 

stress and so 

^C = (^cc)i.í7,^ + (c^6c)i,r?,C- (4.21) 
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4.4 Twisting Moment 

The moment {M(^)i induces a twisting moment that results in a shearing stress, 

{TQ)i,rj,^. We assume a Unear variation in shear strain leads to a corresponding linear 

variation in shear stress along any radial Une on the cross section. This variation 

acts on a differential area located at a radial position p with a max distance from the 

center of mass c. Note the relevant geometry in Figure 4.4. 

Figure 4.4: Torsional Element 

From Hooke's Law and since 7 = {plc)^{max, we can write 

{'^Ôi,V,£. ~ '^rnax- (4.22) 

Each element of differential area dA, located at a distance p away from the center 

of gravity, is subject to a force dF = TdA. The torque produced by this force is 

d(Mt;)i = p{TdA). Therefore, using (4.22), for the entire cross section we obtain 

{MQ)Í = Í p{TdA) = 1 P{^) ^maxdA, 
A A 

(4.23) 
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In our coordinate system with p = y/^f+Q, (^-23) becomes 

(M,)i = ^-=fj{e,+C^)d.\. (4.24) 
A 

RecalUng equations (4.16-4.18), we have the result 

_ {M,)ic 

^^ {k)i + {h)i ^^ ^ 

Hence for any arbitrary point in the cross section at a distance p away from the center 

of mass, 

, . _. {Mc)i{i + Û)'" . , , „ . 

Since this stress acts in the radial direction, its components in the E,t and Q directions 

should be calculated and then added to previous results to obtain, 

i'^'cn)i,n,i = (̂ 2 ^ ^2)1/2 (̂ c)̂ r?,̂  (^-27) 

i'^'(,i)i,n,^ = ~(f2_^^2\i/2(^c)t.77.^ (-^-28) 

Hence the total shearing stresses are 

i'^Cn^i,^ = (̂ Ĉ )i,̂ ,̂  + i'^'cn)i^v,i (̂ -̂ )̂ 

ir,di,v,i = (%)...í + (^c).'7,e- (-̂ -30) 
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CHAPTER V 

. APPROXIMATION OF GEOMETRIC AND INERTIAL DATA 

5.1 Introduction 

The cross sections of the femur are irregular and non-synmietric, and therefore, 

anthropometric quantities must be computed numericaUy. The inertiail properties of 

the cross section aje found by discretizing these regions and summing the effects of 

the subsequent pieces. One must input the points that describe the perimeter of 

compact bone and cortical bone. The cross section is then divided into a coUection 

of triangles and the properties of each of the elemental areas is added to determine 

the composite properties of the total area. 

5.1.1 Analytical Methods 

yn 

x„ 

Figure 5.1: Segmént from which Properties are Computed 

The program SLICEl described in this thesis, is.based on a simple algorithm that 

generates the cross sectional properties from perimeter coordinates. The method 

divides the cross section into rectangles and triangles then adds or subtracts the 

properties of these elemental areas to determine the composite properties of the total 

area. Referring to Figure 5.1 the area is computed by 

A . 4 = (Xn+l - Xn)yn + ^(^í^n+l^^n^^^/n+l " 2/n). 

The moment about the x axis is 

A M x = (X„+1 - Xn)yn • yn + -Ayn+\ -2/n)+2/n T(2/n+l - 2 / n ) ( . ^ n + I - 'Xn) 
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The areal moment of inertia about the x axis is 

^L - {Xn+l - Xn)yn ' 2/̂  + 

Simplifying the above equations we get 

j(2/n+l -yn)^yn ^(2/n+l -yn){Xn-i-l " X„) 

^ 4 ^ i^n+1 - Xn){yn+1 + /n) 

2 

AM, = ( ^ n + l — Xn) 

8 
(,„,, + ,„)2 + fø-i^ 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

and 

AL = 
(Xn+l - Xn){yn+1 + 2/n) 

24 [(2/n+l + 2/n)^ + (2/n+l - 2/n)^] • (5 .3 ) 

For the entire cross section we simply sum the parts to find 

A=J:AA 

MX = Y^AMX 

ix = J2 ^^-
The importance of M^ is relevant when finding the centroid of the object, 

Mx 
y A 

The moment of inertia about the axis through the y coordinate of the centroid parallel 

to the x axis is found by applying the paraUel axis theorem, 

h = Ix- fA. 

The computation for My, Ixy, and ly are found in a similar fashion. 

In our application here, the local coordinate system may not be parallel to our 

global set of coordinates. In this case we may compute the appropriate moments of 

inertia by utilizing the formulas found in [8]. In particular 

Ixa = Ix COS^ ^ + ly SÍH^ 9 — Ixy SÍU 29 (5.4) 
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lya = ly cos^ 9 -\- Ix sin^ 9 + Ixy sin 29 (5.5) 

Ixya = /xy ' "" ^ ^ + /xi/ COS 2 ^ (5 .6 ) 

where /xa denotes moment of inertia in this local frame obtained from the global 

frame by a rotation through an angle 9. 

5.1.2 Program SLICEl 

We utilize the program SLICEl to compute A, M and / . The algorithm requires 

that the cross section must be placed in the fijst quadrant. The perimeter coordinates 

must be input sequentiaUy in a clockwise path around the boundary. The output 

values are the area, the coordinates of the center of mass, the moments of inertia 

about the global axis, the product of inertia about the global axis, the moments 

of inertia about the local axis, the product of inertia about the local axis, and the 

moments of inertia about the local axis, along with the product of inertia about the 

same local axis. The psuedocode for this procedure is described in algorithm 5.1.1. 

Algor i thm 5.1.1. input xvector, yvector, 
number of perimeter, number of points 

for i=l to number of perimeters do 
for j= l to number of points in i t h perimeter 

pu l l off X coordinates for i t h perimeter 
pu l l off y coordinates for i t h perimeter 

end 
for k=l to number of points in the i t h perimeter minus one 

ca lcula te propert ies from formulae 
end 
end 

5.1.3 Test of SLICEl 

To test our SLICEl program, we appUed the procedure to a circle, centered at the 

point (2,2) with radius 1. We used 18 perimeter points for our calculations. Results 

in Table 5.1 indicate more accuracy was needed. For example notice ly is about 11% 

off from the analvtical value. 
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Table 5.1: Comparison of Program SLICEl Values to Analytical \'alues 

Quantity 

X 

y 

area 

h 

h 
íxy 

/x 

h 
Ixy 

Ancdytical 

2.000 

2.000 

TT 

• .766963 

.766963 

0.000 

13.3333333 

13.3333333 

12.566.3706143590 

Prograjn 

2.00000000000000 

2.00000000000000 

2.99570906810244 

0.78538270442951 

0.68028579664179 

0.00000000000022 

12.73384049436815 

12.66312206905155 

11.98283627240976 

Percent Error 

0.00 

0.00 

.25073895 

2.40164 

11.301354 

0 

4.49619 

5.02658 

4.647388 

Because numerical integration is stable, the more points utiUzed by the SLICEl 

method to describe the perimeter, the better the accuracy. However, inputing points 

takes time and error is introduced when measured perimeters values obtained, for 

example, from CAT scans, are entered. Instead of increasing the number of points to 

interpolate the perimeter, a given set of n points are judiciously chosen as to capture 

the nature of the cross section. These n points are then put through a pre-conditioner 

program caUed SPLINEl that uses interpolation theory to generate more points that 

Ue on the perimeter, thus yielding better accuracy. Before giving results of this, a 

brief review of interpolation theory may be beneficial. 

5.1.4 Interpolation Theory 

If xo, x i , . . . , a;„ are distinct real numbers, then for arbitrary values yo, 2/i, • . . , yn, 

there exists unique pohnomial p„ of degree at most n such that: 

Pn(.r.) = 2/i ( 0 < 2 < n ) . 
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There are many different forms of interpolation and while these methods are appro-

priate in some situations, the osciUatory effects of higher degree polynomials restricts 

the use of these methods when approximating functions of higher degree. A more ac-

curate approach to the methods described above would be to divide the interval over 

which we are interpolating into a coUection of subintervals and construct a polynomial 

estimate over each subinterval. An immediate disadvantage to this type of approach 

is that there is no assurance that the function will be smooth at the endpoints of 

each interval. The simplest way to achieve these splines between intervals is to fit 

a quadratic polynomial on [XÍJXÍ+I]. This type of piecewise approximation on each 

interval is called cubic spline interpolation. Given a function / defined on [a, b] and 

a set of numbers, called nodes, a = XQ < xi < x^ < • • • < x^ = b, a. cubic spline S for 

/ is a function that satisfies the following conditions: 

1. S eC^^a^b] 

2. S is a cubic polynomial, denoted Sj, 

on the subinterval [xj, Xj+i] for each j = 0,1,2,3,4, . . . , n — 1; 

3. S{xj) = f{xj) for each j = 0,1,2,3, . . . , n; 

4. Sj+i{xj+i) = Sj{xj+i) for each j = 0,1,2,3,4,. . . , n - 2; 

5. S'j+^{xj+i) = S'j{xj+,) for each j = 0,1,2,3,4,. . . , n - 2; 

6. 5;Vi(xj+i) = SJ{xj+i) for each j = 0,1,2,3,4,. . . , n - 2; 

7. S^"^^ =Oon{xi-i,Xi) 

8. One of the following sets of boundary conditions are met 

(a) S"{xo) = S"{xn) = 0 (Free Boundary) or 

(b) S'{xo) = f'{xo) and S'{xn) = /'(xn) (Clamped Boundary). 
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To construct S for a given function / , we use the foUowing: 

Sj{x) = aj + Pj{x - Xj) + 7^(x - Xj)^ + Qíx - Xjf (5.7) 

for each j = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , n - 1. If we apply the above conditions to (5.7), and define 

hj = Xj+i - Xj and f(xj) = a^, we arrive at the following Unear system of equations 

where 

ft,._i7í-i + 2(A^_i + hj^-yj + ft,7^+i = Í-(/^.^i - / , ) - J-(f. _ f._^)^ 
J J ^ 

(5.8) 

for each j = 1,2,3, . . . , n - 1. Since the /i/s and /^'s are known, it only remains to 

find the ^ / s . In SPLINEl, clamped boundary conditions were chosen. For clamped 

boundary conditions, we solve the following system 

-«.'1 

hi 

0 

0 

0 

hi 

W2 

h2 

0 

h2 

Ws 

•• . . . 

/i3 

hn-3 

0 

Wn-2 

hn-2 

0 

0 

0 

hn-2 

Wn-1 

7 i 

72 

73 

7n-2 

7 n - l 

= 

Vl 

V2 

V3 

Vn-2 

Vn-1 

Here Wi = 2{hi - /ii_i and Vi = b^ - bi-i and bi = ^(/i+i - fi). 

Due to the nature of an arbitrary cross section, it is possible that \xi — Xi+i\ < e. 

To fix this problem, we chose to parametrically interpolate the cross section. 

5.1.5 Splinel 

The SPLINEl program uses a step size of 0.01. To verify that our SPLINEl 

program increases the accuracy of SLICEl, a set of 18 points describing the perimeter 

of a circle were chosen. The points were first run thorough the SLICEl program and 

data was coUected. Next, the same set of points was first run thorough the SPLINEl 
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program and then through SLICEl. The increase in accuracy was obvious. In Table 

5.2, the results for the area are quite different for the two cases. The SPLINEl 

progrcim is clearly more accurate while requiring no additional input of points by the 

user. 

Table 5.2: Comparison of SLICEl data versus SPLINEl-SLICEl data 

Quantity 

X 

y 

area 

h 

h 
íxy 

h 

h 
Jxy 

• SLICEl 

2.000000000 

2.000000000 

2.99570906810244 

.75100422195839 

.68028579664179 

0.000 

12.73384049436815 

12.66312206905155 

11.98283627240976 

SPLINEl-SLICEl 

2.00000000000000 

2.00000000000000 

3.13371545724634 

0.78538270442951 

0,77764193272129 

0.00000000000022 

13.32024453341491 

13.30846881338190 

12.53284419244181 

Analytical 

2.000 

2.000 

TT 

.766963 

.766963 

0.000 

13.333333 

13.333333 

12.56637 

Note that the product of inertia, hy is zero, as it should be since we chose x and 

y to be our principal axis. As one may clearly note, the utiUzation of the SPLINEl 

pre conditioner results in a more accurate result. This compUes with the stabiUty of 

numerical integration. 

5.2 Mesh 

In attempting to form the stress tensor for a point in a cross section, we needed to 

form a grid to overlay the cross section. Because of the manner in which each cross 

section was interpolated each cross section, we utiUze those points on the outside 

perimeter to form a grid. Our first assumption for the design is that the cross sections 

are starlike from the center of mass. Hence we can draw a straight line from the center 
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Figure 5.2: Grid Acting on Arbitrary Cross Section 

of mass to any point located on the outside perimeter. That Une is divided into n 

pieces, including the endpoint, but excluding the center of mass. The stress tensor 

is then caJcuIated for each point along this Une. We continue this procedure as we 

move from point to point along the perimeter. The algorithm checks to see if the y 

coordinates of the successive points are separated by a distance d. If so, the progrzim 

decreases the size of the gap and recomputes d. In this manner, the grid wiU include 

more points towards the outer part of the perimeter. This procedure is repeated untU 

the cross sectional area has been sufficiently covered. This grid generation method is 

more efficient than a square grid in regards to computer time and accuracy. For an 

example of the grid acting on an irregular shaped cross section, see figure (5.2). 
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CHAPTER VI 

STRESS ANALYSIS 

6.1 Model 

We now incorporate our interpolation routine into a program for computing the 

stress, referred to as BONE. First consider a rod such that the centers are not aU 

coUinear. Let this rod have circular cross sections of radius 1 and constant density. 

In the BONE program, 3 cross sections utiUzed. Perimeter points are entered as that 

correspond to the centers of mass for cross sections at (2,2), (4,3), and (3,4) (see 

figure 6.1). 

Circular Cross sections 

z-axis, mm 6 0 

x-axis, mm 

Figure 6.1: Non-Straight Rod, Uniform Cross Sections 

Consider a fictitious force acting at the head of the femur and a single muscle 

attachment. In terms of the previous notation, denote these forces as 

11 9 7 
Fb = [4,2A], Ffc = [-2,4,1], ã^ 

4 ' 2 ' 4 
(6.1) 
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Because the intemal forces and moments may be computed analyticaUy. these were 

used in yalidating the data from our program. Table (6.1) iUustrates our results 

Table 6.1: Analytical vs Program for Intemal Forces and Moments 

Quantity 

n 

Pn 

P^ 

MQ 

Mrj 

M^ 

Analytical 

-4.089127 

-2.5332635 

-0.23783553 

-7.072540 

-5.7752411 

-7.95991375 

Program 

-4.089127 

-2.5332635 

-0.23783553 

-7.072540 

-5.7752411 

-7.95991375 

Percent Error 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

For this simple example, the internal forces and moments can be computed exactly. 

In this case, the analytical results agree with the numerical computations. 

6.2 Stress Analysis of the Femur 

The BONE program was applied to a femur that was reconstructed from CAT 

scans data. The femur was modeled as a bi-composite material corresponding to the 

cortical and cancellous bone. The density for these material were taken to be [7]. The 

geometry is indicated in Figure 6.2. 
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Femur Cross Sections 

z-axis, m 0 0 
x-axis, m 

Figure 6.2: Reconstruction of Femur 

The magnitude of body force and the muscular forces acting on the swing leg 

were taken from [5]. The muscles which act on the femur are the gluteus medius and 

minimus, the iliopsoas, and the vasti. The points of attachment, the muscles forces. 

and the body weight are 

\Fb\ = 833.48 

ayi = [.07, .0260, .0367] 

a,i = [.12, .0057, .0277] 

ay = [.27. .0165, .0446] 

Fgi = [-46.9483,46.9483,93.899] 
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Fí/ = [-11.333,11.333,5.667] 

/•„ = [12.3,8.9, .77]. 

The points of musculíir attachment are also indicated by squares in Figure 6.2. 

The bending stresses and the normal components of stress are reported in Tables 

6.2-6.9. It should be noted that the compressive stresses are less near the proximal and 

distal ends. Most likely this is due to the increase in cross-sectional area. However, 

the muscular effects could contribute to the reduction in the normal force. The effects 

of the muscular forces results in a positive bending stress near the anterior region of 

the femur and as expected, compressive bending effects on the posterior side. 

Table 6.2: Femur Cross Section 1 (.07) with Muscular Attachment 

(^b 

1.1270e+04 

7.9839e+03 

737.7380 

-9.1626e+03 

-1.0593e+04 

-8.7044e+03 

3.1824e+03 

ac; (MPa) 

-2.1891 

-2.1924 

-2.1996 

-2.2095 

-2.2110 

-2.2091 

-2.1972 
1 
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Table 6.3: Femur Cross Section 2 (.12) with Muscular Attachment 

(^b 

2.2139e+04 

1.6292e+04 

2.1806e+03 

-1.6816e+04 

-2.2334e+04 

-8.1481e+03 

1.1696e+04 

(ĵ  (MPa) 

-4.9105 

-4.9163 

-4.9304 

-4.9494 

-4.9550 

-4.9408 

-4.9209 

Table 6.4: Femur Cross Section 3 (.17) with Muscular Attachment 

0"6 

3.5227e+04 

3.4857e+04 

6.7302e+03 

-3.3979e+04 

-3.3728e+04 

-1.0304e+04 

2.2188e+04 

a^ (MPa) 

-6.4269 

-6.4272 

-6.4554 

-6.4961 

-6.4958 

-6.4724 
•s 

-6.4399 
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Table 6.5: Femur Cross Section 4 (.22) with Muscular Attachment 

CTb 

3.9131e+04 

2.3335e+04 

-2.3717e+04 

-3.6383e+04 

-2.7294e+04 

-8.8557e+03 

2.1172e+04 

(Jc (MPa) 

-6.7414 

-6.7572 

-6.8042 

-6.8169 

-6.8078 

-6.7893 

-6.7593 

Table 6.6: Femur Cross Section 5 (.27) with Muscular Attachment 

0-6 

4.0898e+04 

3.1167e+04 

2.7910e+03 

-2.4391e+04 

-2.9085e+04 

-1.7821e+04 

1.6304e+04 

0-̂  (MPa) 

-6.7494 

-6.7591 

-6.7875 

-6.8147 

-6.8194 

-6.8081 

-6.7740 
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Table 6.7: Femur Cross Section 6 (.32) with Muscular Attachment 

CTb 

3.0636e+04 

2.7156e+04 

4.4720e+03 

-2.4945e+04 

-2.4013e+04 

-1.3312e+04 

1.3167e+04 

a^ (MPa) 

-6.6151 

-6.6185 

-6.6412 

-6.6706 

-6.6697 

-6.6590 

-6.6325 

Table 6.8: Femur Cross Section 7 (.37) with Muscular Attachment 

CTb 

2.0562e+04 

1.8261e+04 

4.2255e+03 

-1.0729e+04 

-1.8445e+04 

-8.1920e+03 

1.1417e+04 

a^ (MPa) 

-5.4975 

-5.4998 

-5.5139 

-5.5288 

-5.5365 

-5.5263 

-5.5067 
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Table 6.9: Femur Cross Section 8 (.42) with Muscular Attachment 

CTb 

1.1417e+04 

1.0355e+04 

9.9870e+03 

4.4544e+03 

-1.7159e+03 

-4.2810e+03 

790.4568 

6.0271e+03 

a(; (MPa) 

-5.5067 

-3.5053 

-3.5057 

-3.5112 

-3.5174 

-3.5199 

-3.5149 

-3.5096 

The stress analysis was also carried out when the muscular attachments were 

ignored and only the joint reaction forces were included in the loading conditions. 

As expected, the bending stresses were reduced. Our results are shown in Tables 

6.10-6.17. 

Conditions used: 

\Fb\ = 833.48 

Fgl = [0,0,0] 

Fti = [0,0,0] 

DENSITY = [1820,1600]. 
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Table 6.10: Femur Cross Section 1 (.07) without Muscular Attachments 

(Tb 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o-<; (MPa) 

-2.1392 

-2.1392 

-2.1392 

-2.1392 

-2.1392 

-2.1392 

-2.1392 

Table 6.11: Femur Cross Section 2 (.12) without Muscular Attachments 

(^b 

3.4484e+03 

2.6373e+03 

568.8895 

-2.2228e+03 

-3.0049e+03 

-891.5035 

2.0428e+03 

a^ (MPa) 

-4.8109 

-4.8117 

-4.8138 

-4.8166 

-4.8174 

-4.8152 

-4.8123 
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Table 6.12: Femur Cross Section 3 (.17) without Muscular Attachments 

0-5 

1.0733e-h04 

1.0690e+04 

2.5378e+03 

-9.0805e+03 

-8.7630e+03 

-1.8668e+03 

7.3561e+03 

ac^ (MPa) 

-6.2946 

-6.2946 

6.3028 

-6.3144 

-6.3141 

-6.3072 

-6.2980 

Table 6.13: Femur Cross Section 4 (.22) without Muscular Attachments 

(^h 

1.5669e+04 

9.6887e+03 

-8.2141e+03 

-1.2918e+04 

-9.4099e+03 

-2.1308e+03 

9.1615e+03 

a^ (MPa) 

-6.5869 

-6.5929 

-6.6108 

-6.6155 

-6.6120 

-6.6047 

-6.5934 
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Table 6.14: Femur Cross Section 5 (.27) without Muscular Attachments 

0"5 

1.9280e+04 

1.4862e+04 

1.8756e+03 

-1.0489e+04 

-1.2405e+04 

-6.8059e+03 

8.7315e+03 

cr̂  (MPa) 

-6.5930 

-6.5974 

-6.6104 

-6.6227 

-6.6247 

-6.6191 

-6.6035 

Table 6.15: Femur Cross Section 6 (.32) without Muscular Attachments 

(^b 

1.6740e+04 

1.4931e+04 

2.8130e+03 

-1.2729e+04 

-1.1935e+04 

-5.9808e+03 

7.9864e+03 

(ĵ  (MPa) 

-6.4461 

-6.4479 

-6.4600 

-6.4756 

-6.4748 

-6.4688 

-6.4549 

' -1 
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Table 6.16: Femur Cross Section 7 (.37) without Muscular Attachments 

(^b 

1.3804e+04 

1.2291e+04 

2.9834e+03 

-6.9162e+03 

-1.1731e+04 

-4.6441e+03 

8.2523e+03 

íJc (MPa) 

-5.3537 

-5.3552 

-5.3645 

-5.3744 

-5.3792 

-5.3721 

-5.3593 

Table 6.17: Femur Cross Section 8 (.42) without Muscular Attachments 

• (Tb 

8.5161e+03 

8.1944e+03 

3.6015e+03 

-1.4881e+03 

-3.4598e+03 

851.8220 

5.1565e+03 

a^ (MPa) 

-3.4183 

-3.4186 

-3.4232 

-3.4283 

-3.4303 

-3.4260 

-3.4217 

6.3 Stress Analysis of the Tibia 

In [5], the stress analysis of the tibia was carried out under the assumption of 

bone homogenitity. Here we present the results when the effects of cortical and can-

cellous bone are introduced. Data was estimated from [18]. The results are presented 

in Tables 6.18-6.21. The bending stress indicates that the anterior surface is in a 

compressive state while the posterior is in tension. Because the effect of body weight 
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dominates, the normal stresses are compressive. Conditions used: 

Fí, = [833.48.0,0] 

Fd = [-23, -114, -12.6] 

ad = [.2,2.0091,2.0067] 

F/» = [92,491,-23] 

a;» = [.3,2.0099,1.9919] 

F„ = [12.3,8.9, .77] 

ay = [.3,2.0127,2] 

DENSITY = [1820,1600]. 

Tiba Cross Sections 

2.01-

2-

1.99-

1.98 
E 
-îe 1.97 
X 
(0 

^1.96 

1.95^ 

1.94 

z-axis, m x-axis, m 

Figure 6.3: Data Points 
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Table 6.18: Tibia Cross Section 1 (0) with Muscular Attachments 

(^b 

-1.7364e+03 

-1.7169e+03 

1.7018e+03 

1.7090e+03 

a<^ (MPa) 

-0.5700 

-.56961 

-.56619 

-.56619 

Table 6.19: Tibia Cross Section 2 (.1) with Muscular Attachments 

0-6 

-5.0155e+03 

-4.9604e+03 

4.7462e+03 

4.7670e+03 

(Jc (MPa) 

-1.6257 

-1.6257 

-1.6160 

-1.6160 

Table 6.20: Tibia Cross Section 3 (.2) with Muscular Attachments 

(^b 

-5.8673e+03 

-5.8011e+03 

5.7433e+03 

5.7673e+03 

a^ (MPa) 

-01.993 

-1.9929 

-1.9813 

-1.9813 
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Table 6.21: Tibia Cross Section 4 (.3) with Musculaj Attachments 

(^b 

5.0753e+04 

5.0786e+04 

1.8236e+04 

1.7949e+04 

íĵ  (MPa) 

-1.5e09 

-1.5070 

-1.5395 

-1.5398 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

This research has presented a method for computing stress in long bones when the 

assumptions of biaxially bending 2ire valid. There are two significant contributions 

of this work: (1) an algorithm is developed for creating the geometry of bone and 

anthropometric data from Umited measurements, and (2) computing the state of stress 

in bone when the body forces and muscular forces are incorporated in the loading 

conditions. The methods were appUed to the femur and the tibia. For the femur, 

the geometric and inertial properties were derived from CAT scans and for the tibia, 

necessary data was approximated from [1]. In both cases, loading conditions were 

taken from a direct dynamic model of gait [5]. 

The results illustrate that muscular effects play a significant role in the calculation 

of the bending forces. However, the muscular forces developed during normal gait 

are usuaUy less that 25% of the maximal isometric values. Consequently, for the 

simulations presented here, the body weight tends to dominate the stress state in the 

bones. Future work should address the possible role that muscular load could play in 

reducing stress in bone. Most likely, such effects would be more Ukely when muscular 

forces are near these maximal isometric values. 
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APPENDIX: CODE 

BONE.m 

clc 
c lear a l l 
global vectors U Q W x y t POINT CM S XS info2 
plot3(0,0,0) 
7.axis([0 .6 1.93 2.20 1.93 2.01]); 
hold on 

y.Be sure to enter points in a clockwise fashion 
Fbi=input('Enter vector of Force due to body weight ' ) ; 
NMA=input('Enter number of muscular attachments ' ) ; 

if NMA==0 
Fk= [0 0 0]; 
ak=[0 0 0]; 

else 
Fk=input('Enter Force matrix due to k muscular attachemnts 
as row entries ' ) ; 
ak=input('Enter attachment matrix for the k muscules as row 
entries ' ) ; 

end 
zvect=input('Enter the number of the cross section according to 
the CAT scans ' ) ; 
XS=input('Enter number of cross sections ' ) ; 
Fk=Fk' 
ak=ak' 
Fbi=Fbi'; 

if NMA==0 
NMA=1; 

end 

7,input density vector outside,inside for bone 
DENSITYl=input('Enter density of Compact and Cortical bone 
respectively please ' ) ; 

7.D is like the temp cross section 

for D=1:XS; 
7.This is for the head and the condyle of the femur where there 
is no inside perimeter 
(assuming only at 1 and XS) 
if D==l I D==XS 

DENSITY=[DENSITY1(1) 0]; 
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t 

else 
DENSITY=DENSITY1; 

end 

7.Variables for outside perimeter 
clear x y t n 7.clear variables so that no overlapping occurs 
global x y t 
Pointso; 
n=length(t(D,:))-!; 

splinel(x(D,:),y(D,:),t(D,:),n); 
clc 

npoint(l)=length(vectors); 
vectorsl=vectors; 
xvectd, :)=vectorsl(l,:); 
yvectd, :)=vectorsl(2,:); 

7.Variables for inside perimeter 
clear x y t n 7.clear variables so that no overlapping occurs 
global X y t 
Pointsi; 
x=rot90(rot90(x(D,:))); 
y=rot90(rot90(y(D,:))); 

n=length(t)-l; 
splinel(x,y,t(D,:),n); 

clc 

npoint(2)=length(vectors); 
vectors2=vectors; 
xvecti=vectors2(l,:); 
yvecti=vectors2(2,:); 
vectors3= [vectors2,zeros(2,length(xvect)-length(vectors2))] ; 
xvect(2,:)=vectors3(l,:); 
yvect(2,:)=vectors3(2,:); 

7.calculates data for outside minus inside 
slicel(xvect,yvect,2,npoint); 

clc 

DATAO=U; 

7.calculates data for object with inside periemter gone 

xbaro=DATAO(l); 
ybaro=DATAG(2); 
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areao=DATA0(3); 
IXBo=DATAG(4); 
IYBo=DATAG(5); 
IXYBo=DÁTAG(6); 
IXo=DATAG(7); 
IYo=DATA0(8); 
IXYo=DATAG(9); 

%calcula tes d a t a fo r in s ide perimeter 
S l i c e l ( r o t 9 0 ( r o t 9 0 ( x v e c t i ) ) , r o t 9 0 ( r o t 9 0 ( y v e c t i ) ) , l , 
r o t 9 0 ( r o t 9 0 ( n p o i n t ) ) ) ; 

c l c 

DATAI=U; 

xbari=DATAId) 
ybari=DATAI(2) 
areai=DATAI(3) 
IXBi=DATAI(4); 
IYBi=DATAI(5); 
IXYBi=DATAI(6) 
IXi=DATAI(7); 
IYi=DATAI(8); 
IXYi=DATAI(9); 

xgbar(D)=(xbaro*DENSITY(l)*areao+xbari*DENSITY(2)*areai) 
/(DENSITY(l)*areao+DENSITY(2)*areai); 
ygbar(D)=(ybaro*DENSITYd)*areao+ybari*DENSITY(2)*areai) 
/(DENSITYd)*areao+DENSITY(2)*areai); 
IX(D)=DENSITY(l)*IXo+DENSITY(2)*IXi; 
IY(D)=DENSITY(l)*IYo+DENSITY(2)*IYi; 
IXY(D)=DENSITY(l)*IXYo+DENSITY(2)*IXYi; 
IXBAR(D)=DENSITY(l)*IXBo+DENSITY(2)*IXBi; 
IYBAR(D)=DENSITYd)*IYBo+DENSITY(2)*IYBi; 
IXYBAR(D)=DENSITY(l)*IXYBo+DENSITY(2)*IXYBi; 

7.plot center of gravity and place local coordinate system 
centered there 
p lo t3 (zvec t (D) ,xgbar(D) ,ygbar(D), ' o k ' ) 
7.G=linspace(-2,10,1000) ; 
7.1ine(G,ygbar*ones ( 1 , l eng th (G) ) ) ; 
7 .1 ine(xgbar*onesd , length(G)) ,G); 
t i t l e d C i r c u l a r Cross s e c t i o n s ' ) 
x l a b e l d x - a x i s , m') 
y l a b e l d z - a x i s , m') 
z l a b e l C y - a x i s , m') 

7.CM=[xgbar(D) ygbar(D)] ; 
x v e c t o = x v e c t ( 1 , : ) ; 
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yvecto=yvect(1,:); 

zvecto=zvect(D)*ones(length(xvecto),1); 
zvecti=zvect(D)*onesd,length(xvecti) ,1); 
plot3(zvecto,xvect0,yvecto); 
plot3(zvecti,xvecti,3rvecti, 'r'); 

7.Just gimmie the outside/inside data alone 
xvectoT(D,:)=xvect(1,:); 
yvectoT(D, :)=3rvect(l,:); 
xvectiT(D,:)=xvecti; 
yvectiT(D,:)=yvecti; 
areaoT(D,:)=areao; 
areaiT(D,:)=areai; 

end 7.ends D loop 

%xvector=zvect; 
7.zve ct or=ygbar; 
%yvector=xgbar; 

plot3(zvect,xgbar,ygbar) 

7.N0W that the calculations axe finished for each cross section, 
we may move on to the points in question 

for NGXS=1:XS-1 
clear xvecto yvecto xvecti r̂vecti 
xvecto=xvectoT(NGXS,:) 
yvecto=yvectoT(NGXS,:) 
xvecti=xvectiT(NGXS,:) 
yvecti=yvectiT(NGXS,:) 
CM=[xgbar(NGXS) ygbar(NGXS)]; 
areao=areaoT; 
areai=areaiT; 

V. 

7.Time to form a cool grid that captures the object nicely 

CGUNTER=0; 
while j<=length(xvecto) 

°PGINT(i,:)=[[CM(l),CM(2)]+i/p*[xvecto(j)-CM(l),yvecto(j)-CM(2)]]; 

end 
for 1=1:p 

for k=l:2 

VECTGRG=[xvecto' yvecto']; 
VECTGRI=[xvecti' yvecti']; 
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clear Tempxvectw Tempyvectw Tempxvectii Tempyvectii Tempxvecto 
Tempxvecti Tempyvecto Tempyvecti 

Mt(VECTORG,VECTGRI,POINT(l,k),CM(k),k); 

clc 

Tempxvectw=[Qd,:);Q(3,:)] ; 
Tempyvectw=[Q(2,:);Q(4,:)]; 
Tempxvectii=Q(3,:); 
Tempyvectii=Q(4,:); 
Q5=Q(5,:); 

if k==l 
HW(k)=max(Q(2, :))-min(Q(2,:)) ; 

else 
HW(k)=max(Q(l,:))-min(Q(l,:)); 

end 

P=length(Tempxvectii)-Q5(l); 
for i=l:P 

Tempxve ct i(i)=Tempxve ct i i(i); 
Tempyve ct i(i)=Tempyve ct i i(i); 
end 

npoint(l)=length(Tempxvectw); 
npoint(2)=length(Tempxvecti); 

slicel(Tempxvectw,Tempyvectw,2,npoint); 

clc 

DATA3=U; 

7,calculates data for object with inside periemter gone 

xbarTo=DATA3(l) 
ybarTo=DATA3(2) 
areaTo=DATA3(3) 

if Tempxvecti==0 
xgbarT(k)=xbarTo; 
ygbarT(k)=ybarTo; 
areatotal(k)=areaTo; 
Mx(k)=areatotal(k)*(abs(ygbarT(k)-ygbar(NOXS))); 
My(k)=areatotal(k)*(abs(xgbarT(k)-xgbar(NOXS))); 
7.plot(xgbarT(k) ,ygbarT(k) . '*b') 

else 

7,calculates data for inside perimeter 
slicel(rot90(rot90(Tempxvecti)),rot90(rot90(Tempyvecti)),1, 
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rot90(rot90(npoint))); 

c lc 

DATA4=U; 

xbarTi=DATA4d) 
ybarTi=DATA4(2) 
areaTi=DATA4(3) 

xgbarT(k) = (xbarTo*DENSITY(l)*areaTo+xbarTi*DENSITY(2)*areaTi) 
/(DENSITYd)*areaTo+DENSITY(2)*areaTi); 
ygbarT(k) = (ybarTo*DENSITYd)*areaTo+ybarTi*DENSITY(2)*areaTi) 
/(DENSITY(l)*areaTo+DENSITY(2)*areaTi); 

7.plot (xgbarT(k) ,ygbarT(k),' *b') 
7.N0W Calculate the moments about each axis (x and y here) 
areat otal (k) =areaTi+areaTo; 
Mx(k)=areatotal(k)*(abs(ygbarT(k)-ygbar(NOXS))); 
My(k)=areatotal(k)*(abs(xgbarT(k)-xgbar(NOXS))); 

end 
end 
INFG=[PGINT(1,1);PGINT(1,2);IX(NOXS);IY(N0XS);IXY(N0XS); 
areao(NGXS)+areai(NOXS) ;Mx(l) ;My(l) ;Mx(2) ;My(2) ;HW(2) ;HW(1)] ; 

7.Call the program to get some information 
INFG2 (Fbi, Fk, NGXS, zvect, ygbar, xgbar, ak, NMA); 

7.Call the stress fûnction to calculate our stress tensor 
for this point 
stress(INFG,info2,zvect(N0XS) ,CM); 

if abs(S(2,l))>0 & abs(S(2,l))<.33 
plot3(zvect(N0XS),P0INT(l,l),P0INT(l,2),'*g') 

elseif abs(S(2,l))>.33 & abs(S(2,l))<3.66 -̂  
plot3(zvect(NGXS),PGINT(l,l),P0INT(l,2),'*b') 

else 
plot3(zvect(NGXS),PGINT(l,l),P0INT(l,2),'*r') 

end 
reaKS) 
NGXS 
pause 

7.data(S,l,p,CGUNTER); 
end 
if j+100<=Iength(yvecto) 

if abs(yvecto(j+100)-yvecto(j))>.l 
j=j+100; 

else 
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j=j+250; 
end 

else . 
j=j+100; 

end 

CGUNTER=CGUNTER+1; 
end 
end 
clc 

7.disp('Moments 
iCdispCMoments 
7.dispCHijk= 
7.dispCWijk= 
7.dispCXBAR= 
7.disp('YBAR= 
7.dispClX= 
7.dispClY= 
7.disp('IXY= 
7.dispClXBAR= 
7.dispClYBAR= 
7.disp('IXYBAR= 

Hijk and Wijk about x-axis') ;disp(Mx) 
Hijk and Wijk about y-axis') ;disp(My) 

');disp(HW(l)) 
0;disp(HW(2)) 
' ) ;disp(xgbar) 
' ) ;disp(ygbar) 
0 ;d isp( IX) 
' ) ;d isp(IY) 
');disp(IXY) 
');disp(IXBAR) 
');disp(IYBAR) 
');disp(IXYBAR) 

SLICEl.m 

function U=slicel(xvect,yvect,nper,npoint) 
c lear U 
global U 
îí i n i t i a l i z e 

area=0.0; 
xbaxa=0.0; 
ybara=0.0; 
IX=0.0; 
IY=0.0; 
IXY=0.0; 

for iper=l :nper ; 
n l=npoin t ( iper ) ; 

for i = l : n l 
x ( i ) = x v e c t ( i p e r , i ) ; 
y ( i ) = y v e c t ( i p e r , i ) ; 

end 

for i = l : n p o i n t ( i p e r ) - l ; 
a rea=area+((x( i+ l ) -x( i ) )*(y( i+ l )+y( i ) ) ) /2 ; 
xbara=xbara- ( ( (y( i+ l ) -y( i ) ) /8 )*( (x( i+ l )+x( i ) ) -2+((x( i+ l ) 
- x ( i ) ) - 2 ) / 3 ) ) ; 
ybara=ybara+(((x( i+l ) -x( i ) ) /8)*((y( i+l )+y( i ) )^2+((y( i+l ) 
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-yd)) '*^) /^)) ; 
IX=IX+((x( i+l)-x( i ) )*(y( i+l)+y(i ) ) /24)*((y( i+l)+y(i ) ) -2 
+ ( y ( i + l ) - y ( i ) ) - 2 ) ; 

IY=IY-((y( i+l) -y( i ) )*(x( i+l)+x( i ) ) /24)*((x( i+l)+x( i ) ) -2+(x( i+l) 
-x ( i ) )^2) ; 

i f xd+D-xd^'^O 
IXY=IXY+(((y(i+l)-y(i))-2)*(x(i+l)+x(i))*((x(i+l))-2+(x(i))-2) 
/8+(y( i+ l ) -y ( i ) )* (x( i+ l )*y( i ) -x ( i )*y( i+ l ) )* ( (x( i+ l ) )~2+x( i+ l )*x( i ) 
+ (x ( i ) ) ' 2 ) /3+( (x ( i+ l )*y ( i ) -x ( i )*y ( i+ l ) ) -2 )* (x ( i+ l )+x( i ) ) / 4 ) / (x ( i+ l ) 
- x d ) ) ; 

end 
end 

end 

xbar=xbara/aLrea; 
ybar=ybaLra/area; 
IXBAR=IX-area*ybar*2; 
lYBAR^IY-area^xbar'^; 
IXYBAR=IXY-area*ybar*xbar; 

U= [xbar, ybar, area, IXBAR, lYBAR, IXYBAR, IX, lY, IXY] ; 

SPLINEl.m 

function vectors=splinel(x,y,t ,n) 
cleax vectors 
global vectors 
FGUR=4*ones(n-1,1); 
GNES=ones(n-2,l); 

MATRIXA=diag(FGUR,0)+diag(ONES,l)+diag(ONES,-l); 

7.End the matrix build 

h=l; 
for i=2:n 

M(i-l)=3*(y(i+l)-y(i-l))/h; 
N(i-l)=3*(x(i+l)-x(i-l))/h; 

end 
Bo=0; 
Bn=0; 

7.CGMPUTE THE BETA'S 
N=N'; 
M=M'; 
BETA=(MATRIXA)\M; 
BETA=[Bo;BETA;Bn]; 
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BETAI=(MATRIXA)\N; 
BETAI=[Bo;BETAI;Bn] ; 
7.COMPUT5: things 

for i=2:n+l 
tt=t(i-l):.02:t(i); 
hi=t(i)-t(i-l); 
p=((tt-t(i)).*2/hi*3).*(hi+2*(tt-t(i-l))); 
q=((tt-t(i-l)).-2/hi-3).*(hi-2*(tt-t(i))); 
u=(((tt-t(i)).^2).*(tt-t(i-l))/hi^2); 
v=((tt-t(i-l)).*2).*(tt-t(i))/hi-2; 

sx=(x(i-l))*p+(x(i))*q+BETAI(i-l)*u+BETAI(i)*v; 
sy=(y(i-l))*p+(y(i))*q+BETA(i-l)*u+BETA(i)*v; 
for j=l:length(tt) 

Sx(i-l,j)=sx(j); 
Sy(i-l,j)=sy(j); 

end 
hold on 

7.plot(sx,sy, 'm') 
end 

format long 
for i=l:n 

for j=l:length(tt) 
xvect((i-l)*length(tt)+j)=Sx(i,j); 
yvect((i-l)*length(tt)+j)=Sy(i,j); 

end 
end 

vectors=[xvect;yvect]; 

STRESS.m 

function S=stress(infol,info2,NOXS,CM); 
global S SIGMAc SIGMAb 

xi=infol(l); 
eta=infol(2); 
Iz=infol(3); 
Iy=infol(4); 
Izy=infol(5); 
A=infol(6); 
Qxi=infol(7); 
Qeta=infol(8); 
QBxi=infol(9); 
QBeta=infol(10); 
t=infol(ll); 
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tbar=infol(12); 
Mxi=info2d); 
Meta=info2(2); 
Mzeta=iûfo2(3); 
Pzeta=info2(4); 
Pxi=info2(5); 
Peta=info2(6); 
THETA=info2(7); 

Ixi=Iz*(cos(THETA))-2+Iy*(sin(THETA))-2-Izy*sin(2*THETA); 
Ieta=Iy*(cos(THETA))-2+Iz*(sin(THETA))-2+Izy*sin(2*THETA); 
Ixieta=sin(2*THETA)*(.Iz-Iy)/2+Izy*cos(2*THETA); 

XCalculate compressive stress 
SIGMAc=Pzeta/A 

7.Calculate bending stress 
B=Ieta*Ixi-(Ixieta)"2; 
i f B==0 

SIGMAb=0 
else 
SIGMAb= ( (Meta*Ixi+Mxi*Ixieta) *xi- (Meta*Ixiet a+Mxi*Ieta) *eta) /B 
end 

7.Calculate First component of Stress tensor 
SIGMAzetazeta=SIGMAc+SIGMÁb; 
7.(wow, hard huh?) 

•yCCalculate shecuring unit stress perpendicular to zeta axis in the 
direction of the eta 
TauBzetaeta=((Pxi*Ixi+Peta*Ixieta)*Qeta+(-Pxi*Ixieta+-Peta*Ieta)*Qxi) 
/ ( t*B); 

^Calculate shearing unit stress perpendicular to zeta axis in the 
direction of the xi 
TauBzetaLXÍ=((Pxi*Ixi+Peta*Ixieta)*QBeta+(-Pxi*Ixieta+-Peta*Ieta) 
*QBxi)/(tbar*B); 

7.Calculate stress in zeta direction (twisting) 
Tauzeta=(Mzeta*(xi'2+eta"2)"(l/2))/(Ieta+Ixi); 

7.Calculate stress for radial direction consideration 
TauPzetaeta=(eta*Tauzeta)/((xi^2+eta"2)"(l/2)); 
TauPzetaxi=-(xi*Tauzeta)/((xi^2+eta^2)'(l/2)); 

7.Calculate the tota l unit stresses 
Tauzetaeta=TauBzetaeta+TauPzetaeta; 
TauzetcLXÍ=TauBzetaxi+TauPzetaxi; 

S=[CM(l)-xi,CM(2)-eta,N0XS;SIGMAzetazeta,Tauzetaeta,Tauzetaxi; 
Tauzetaeta,0,0;Tauzetaxi,0,0]; 
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7.N0W what I would like to some way to write this particular 
stress tensor to a f ile and then all procedding ones to a 
different file so that for this XS I had n number of f iles n 
being the number of points in the cross section I choose 

GRID.m 

fimction G=grid(CM,xvecto,yvecto); 
global POINT j xvecto yvecto 
hold on 
plot(xvecto,yvecto) 
P=15; 
j=i; 
while j<=length(xvecto) 

for i=l:p 
PGINT(i,:) = [[CM(l),CM(2)]+i/p*[xvecto(j)-CM(l),yvecto(j)-CM(2)]]; 

end 
plot(P0INT(:,l),PGINT(:,2),'ok') 

if j+100<=length(yvecto) 
if abs(yvecto(j+50)-yvecto(j))>.l 

j=j+15; 
else 

j=j+50; 
end 
else 
j=j+15; 

end 
end 

Mt.m 

function Q=Mt (VECTGRO, VECTORI,POINT, CM,k) 
clesLr Q Tempxvectw Tempyvectw Tempxvectii Tempyvectii Tempxvecto 
Tempxvecti Tempyvecto Tempyvecti Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 
global Q Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 

j = i ; 

if POINT<=CM 

for i=l:length(VECTGRG(:,k)) 
if VECTGRG(i,k)<=PGINT 
Tempxvecto(j)=VECTGRG(i,l); 
Tempyvecto(j)=VECTGR0(i,2); 
j=j+i; 

end 
end 
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w. 

j=i; 

if min(VECTORI(:,k))<PGINT<max(VECTORI(: ,k)) 
for i=l:length(VECTORI(:,k)) 

if VECTGRI(i,k)<=POINT 
Tempxvecti(j)=VECTGRI(i,l); 
Tempyvecti(j)=VECTGRI(i,2); 
j=j+i; 

end 
end 

end 

else 
for i=l:length(VECTGRG(:,k)) 
if VECTGRO(i,k)>=PGINT 
Tempxvecto(j)=VECTGRG(i,l); 
Tempyvecto(j)=VECT0RG(i,2); 
j=j+i; 

end 
end 

j=i; 
if min(VECTGRI(: ,k))<POINT<max(VECT RI(: ,k)) 

for i=l:length(VECTGRI(:,k)) 
if VECTORI(i,k)>=PGINT .. 

Tempxvecti(j)=VECTGRI(i,l); 
Tempyvecti(j)=VECTGRI(i,2); 
j=j+i; 

end 
end 
end 
end 

a=length(Tempxvecto); 
if j==l 

b=0; 
Tempxvecti(l)=0; 
Tempyvecti(l)=0; 

else 
b=length(Tempxvecti); 

end 

Tempxvecto(a+l)=Tempxvecto(l); 
Tempyvecto(a+l)=Tempyvectod); 
Tempxvecti(b+l)=Tempxvecti(l); 
Tempyvecti(b+l)=Tempyvecti(l); 

if length(Tempxvecto)>length(Tempxvecti); 
Ql=Tempxvecto; 
Q2=Tempyvecto; 
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Q3=[Tempxvecti,zeros(l,length(Ql)-length(Tempxvecti))]; 
Q4=[Tempyvecti,zeros(l,length(Q2)-length(Tempyvecti))]; 
Q5=[length(Ql)-length(Tempxvecti),zeros(l,length(Q2)-l)]; 
Q=[QÍ;Q2;Q3;Q4;Q5]; 

else 
Ql=Tempxvecti; 
Q2=Tempyvecti; 
Q3=[Tempxvecto,zeros(l,length(Ql)-length(Tempxvecto))]; 
Q4=[Tempyvecto,zeros(1,length(Q2)-length(Tempyvecto))]; 
Q5=[length(Ql)-length(Tempxvecto) ,zerosd,length(Q2)-l)] ; 
Q=[Q1;Q2;Q3;Q4;Q5]; 

end 

INF02.m 

function ik=INF02(Fbi,Fk,XS,x,y,z,ak,k); 
7.k is the number of muscular atachements ak is a matrix 3xk 
global info2 
RkHs=[0 0 0]'; 
Mks=[0 0 0]'; 

7,Calculates all the stuff needed to run the other files and complete 
the stress tensor for each point 

7.The input quantites are Fbi body force as a vector, the i is simply 
notation, Fki, force due to muscular attachment, x vector, 
y vector, and z vector for global coordinates and ak the 
vector of the muscular attachment 

n=length(x); 
i=XS; 
Ci=[x(i+l)-x(i);y(i+l)-y(i);z(i+l)-z(i)]; 

MagCi=((x(i+l)-x(i))-2+(y(i+l)-y(i))^2+(z(i+l)-z(i))^2)-(l/2); 

zetaB=l/MagCi*Ci; 

xp=x(i) + (y(i+l)-y(i))/((x(i+l)-x(i))''2+(y(i+l)-y(i))'*2)''(l/2); 

if y(i+l)-y(i)==0 
yp=l+y(i); 

^=y(i)-((x(i+l)-x(i))*(xp-x(i)))/(y(i+l)-y(i)); 
if yp<y(i) 

xp=x(i)-(y(i+l)-y(i))/((x(i+l)-x(i))^2+(y(i+l)-y(i))"2)-(l/2); 
yp=y(i)-((x(i+l)-x(i))*(xp-x(i)))/(y(i+l)-y(i)); 

end 
end 

etaB=[xp-x(i);yp-y(i);0]; 
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xiB=cross(zetaB,etaB); 

N = [ x d ) - x ( n ) ; y ( l ) - y ( n ) ; z ( l ) - z ( n ) ] ; 
M a g N = ( ( x ( l ) - x ( n ) ) - 2 + ( y ( l ) - y ( n ) ) - 2 + ( z ( l ) - z ( n ) ) ~ 2 ) ^ ( l / 2 ) ; 
MagFb=(Fbi(l)-2+^^1(2)^2+^^1(3)-2) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) ; 
Fb=-MagFb/MagN*N; 

MFb=cross( [x(l)-x(i) ;yd)-y(i) ;z(l)-z(i)] ,Fb); 

for 1=1:k 

if ak(l,l)<=x(i) 

RkH=-l/2*Fk(:,l); 

7.Moment due to the reactive force at the head of the femur, acting 
at the condyle of the femur 
MRkHC=cross([x(l)-x(n);y(l)-y(n);z(l)-z(n)],RkH); 

7.Moment due to the kth muscular attachment acting at the condyle of 
the femur 
MFkC=cross([ak(l,l)-x(n);ak(2,l)-y(n);ak(3,l)-z(n)],Fk(:,l)); 

7.Introduce the following for simplicity 
MkC=MFkC+MRkHC; 

Mk=(cross([x(l)-x(i);y(l)-y(i);z(l)-z(i)],RkH)); 

7.Sum of the muscular force 
RkHs=RkHs+RkH; 
Mks=Mks+Mk+MkC; 

else 

RkC=-l/2*Fk(:,l); 

7,Moment due to the reactive force at the head of the femur, acting 
at the condyle of the femur 
MRkCH=cross( [x(n)-x(l) ;y(n)-y(l) ;z(n)-zd)] ,RkC); 

7.Moraent due to the kth muscular attachment acting at the head of the 
femur 
MFkH=cross([ak(l,l)-x(l);ak(2,l)-y(l);ak(3,l)-z(l)],Fk(:,l)); 

7,Introduce the following for s i m p l i c i t y 
7.MkC=MFkH+MRkCH; 

M k = ( c r o s s ( [ x ( n ) - x ( i ) ; y ( n ) - y ( i ) ; z ( n ) - z ( i ) ] ,RkC)); 
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åmtft 

7.Sum of t h e muscular force 
RkHs=RkHs+RkC; 
Mks=Mks-+Mk+MFkH+MRkCH; 

end 

7.RkHs=-(RkHs); 
7.Mks=-(Mks); 

7.RkHs=-(RkHs); 
7.Mks=-(Mks); 

end 

7.Main computations needed for output 
Pzeta=-dot(Fb+RkHs,zetaB); 
Peta=-dot(Fb+RkHs,etaB); 
Pxi=-dot(Fb+RkHs,xiB); 
Mzeta=-dot(MFb+Mks,zetaB); 
Meta=-dot(MFb+Mks,etaB); 
Mxi=-dot(MFb+Mks,xiB); 

THETA=acos(dot([0 0 l],xiB)); 

inf o2= [Mxi; Meta; Mzeta; Pzeta; Pxi; Peta; THETA] ; 
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